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A Message from Bio-Magnetic Systems, Ltd.
2007 was an incredible time

adding a new front page, as

tion of traditional medicine

Systems, Ltd., and we expect

to our on-line order section

considered complementary

for sales at Bio-Magnetic

2008 will be a banner year.

We appreciate all the valuable feedback you’ve been

receiving from your clients;
we plan to include that

information every so often

in our new monthly update
newsletter, which is sent to

you when an order is placed
and shipped.

Our growth is largely

due from the reviews we’ve
received from your clients
and their continued success from the use of the

Aura Patch Therapies. We

will continue to review the

results and find ways to improve the therapies and add

new patches to support your
client’s needs.

In early 2008, we plan

to upgrade our website by

well as adding new products
as well. Our objective is to

provide current information
on the development of our

products, so you can have a

and our patches, which are
medicine has shown faster

recovery times and happier
patients.

Also, in early 2008 we

better understanding of the

will be upgrading the way

patch and the use of them

our new logo, and we plan

protocol to be used for each
for the best results for your
clients.

Our patches are about

restoring health. It’s a simple
concept that begins with en-

ergy. If the energy fails in the
human body, disease will follow within three years. The

therapy patch system works
so well that we promote

them as a practice builder.

Many doctors have dramatically increased their practice
by using the patches along
with their normal health
programs. The combina-

our patches look by adding
to include a number that

will be printed on the front
that will correspond with

each therapy. This number

will help identify the patch

when customers are wearing
multiple patches or when a

patch is accidently taken off.
We also plan to add a new

envelope that will hold the
plastic sleeve and will dis-

play a list of all the patches
with their corresponding
number.

The Staff of Bio-Magnetic
Systems, Ltd., Inc

prod u c t

u pda t e

The Children’s Mental Focus Patch
Made exclusively for children and adults who have been
diagnosed with Autism, ADD and ADHD
In 2007, the Children’s Mental Focus Foundation received
a generous donation from someone who wants the foundation
to continue research with the growing challenge of autism,
ADD and ADHD. This person will remain nameless for now,
but her charitable donation brought a breath of fresh air into
our foundation, and we appreciate her kind contribution. We
offer her our upmost humble “Thank You”. It’s people like her
that we admire the most for taking the time to find out about
our technology and has the resources to help us. For more
information on this discovery you can visit our website: www.
childrensmentalfocusfoundation.org.
CMFF has been working with several doctors developing
protocols to help children and some adults to cope with
their health challenges. The CMFF patch has shown great
results. This method of therapy is unique in its ability to
carry communication that is programmed into the “energetic
patch” which the person wears. This kind of therapy uses no
drugs and is absolutely chemical free, and can be used in
combination with any regular on-going treatment.
We recently received a story from a very special mother.
Her story is just one of several hundred mothers and
families who are looking for options. This mother shared her

observation and experiences to her doctor who is helping her
manage her everyday life around a loved one who has been
diagnosed with autism.

New Protocol Update for the CMF patch

The original Protocol for the Children’s Mental Focus
Patch was to use the patch for 6 months and then the Recovery patch for 6 months. However, what we are finding is that
when the Recovery patch, which is a rapid healing patch, is
used with the CMF patch the improvement in the patient
seems to be quicker.
Our research found that while the child is on the CMF
patch the R1H2 virus in the brain dies and leaves sensitive
tissue in the brain. When there is sensitive tissue in the brain
other pathogens can infiltrate that area. However when a Recovery patch is used in combination with the CMF patch the
healing process speeds up so other viruses or parasites cannot
affect the brain.
Now, if it is not affordable for the patient to use both the
Recovery Patch and the CMF patch at the same time the
original protocol can still be adhered to by using the CMF
patch for 6 months and then the Recovery patch for 6 months.
Dr Hunt does state that is more beneficial for the patient to be
on the CMF and the Recovery patch at the same time.
See next page for this mother’s story

Stories to SharE about weight loss
At a time when most people are looking for ways to help manage their weight problem, Bio-Magnetic Systems, Ltd. offers a
unique patch for your clients. It’s the Weight Loss Management
patch and below are two testimonials to this remarkable patch.
I tend to be a skeptic when it comes to products that promote
weight loss. But I must say I have been stunned at the results I
have had using the weight management patch. Prior to using the
patches I had given up on the idea of losing my flabby stomach.
No matter how much I exercised and watched my diet I could not
get rid of the flab. Since using the weight loss patches my stomach
has gotten flatter than I could ever imagined it to get at my age
without a tummy tuck. My husband and I went on a cruise and ate
foods we don’t usually eat and I didn’t gain weight.
Thanks for such a great product!!
I. Faber ND
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First of all I must say the weight management patches are
AMAZING! I have tried other products that made me feel miserable
and gave me the “jittery” feeling that most diet pills do. But the
patches don’t do that, which was one fear I had when I first put
them on. When I started wearing the patches regularly I was a
dress size 12 after wearing the patches for a month in I’m down to
a size 10. I’ve noticed a marked difference in my waist and thighs
(especially my thighs)! Which has always been a problem area for
me to loose weight. People who haven’t seen me in a few months
cannot believe the difference! I’m so pleased with the results. I
hope you find this helpful. These patches have made me and many
others a believer in your products.
Sincerely,
M. McGuinn
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Hi Dr Steve,
Here is the information you
requested for Cody’s continuing
autism/SI dysfunctions:
These are very common symptoms/behaviors for the ADD/autistic/sensory integration dysfunction
children...I know all these signs/
symptoms/behaviors tell a story
about the child...so here are the
details...edit what isn’t necessary.
Note: he has really come a longlong way with all the holistic/therapy work we have done with him
over the years. So the below issues
are a walk in the park compared to
what we use to go through.
Extremely fidgety and unable to
concentrate during school. Even
though he is encouraged to keep
his hands busy (ie., drawing, etc.)
while being taught. Still not too
interested in reading or writing.
Can process math equations
quickly if he doesn’t over think it.
Struggles with recall from recent
lessons. Today, he bounced on a
large exercise ball...to help with the
excess energy that builds up during school...he still could not stay
quiet or his body quiet...everything
(including his mouth) was going...
drumming, bouncing, humming,
talking, interrupting...constantly
attempting to stimulate his neuro
senses and sense of control. He
gets bored very easily and has an
extremely short attention span
unless it’s something he truly loves
like a movie, playing with friends,
video games. I teach quickly
and verbally...make it as fun and
interesting as possible. Hands on
projects are going on all the time.
So it’s not a painfully dull learning
time at all. When school is finally
over and he is free to go outside
and really expend his energy...he
doesn’t...he goes straight for the
TV or DS and plays video games
or watches a show...not moving...
or making a single sound. Then
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after awhile he bounces back up
again and MUST play outside with
his friends, and the cycle begins all
over again. He wore two children’s
focus patches today.
Tactile sensory still out of
sync: Doesn’t like any sleeves on
his shirts, must be soft material...
lightweight so he won’t get too
hot. Wears only basketball shorts,
no long pants (too hot), tags must
be cut off so there is no itching.
Refuses to take showers regularly.
An act of congress is needed to
get him into the shower. Almost
a full blown panic attack happens
before he gets in. Once in, he is
okay. It’s getting him in there that
is the major chore. In years past
when his sensory integration/autism was really bad...it was hours
of screaming before, during and
after taking a ‘tepid’ shower or
bath. It was a traumatic experience for anyone involved. So he
has improved in that he doesn’t
scream anymore...just procrastinates for days...until we all can’t
stand the odor...and he has no
choice but to take one. Same with
clothes...wants to wear the same
thing 24/7. Don’t touch his hair or
cut it. Don’t ask him to brush his
teeth or hair. Wash his hands or
face. All difficult to get done.
Food issues: very rigid in what
he will eat. Eats the same thing
over and over. Doesn’t like variety/
vegetables or fruits...especially
anything green. Will not ‘try’
new things. Doesn’t eat a lot or
regularly. Must be reminded to eat.
Goes too long in between eating...
so blood sugar falls and he falls
apart. He does like the Kid Intra
Max...a lot. Also, has texture/smell/
sight issues...if a food looks, smells
or feels a certain way (no rhyme or
reason) he will not go near it and
actually gets nauseous. He has
pancreas/hypothalamus problems
with processing carbs/gluten/
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sugar/dairy. Gets lots of stomach
aches from food issues, nerves, not
eating when he should, etc. Has
weight issues, although they have
improved as he has gotten taller
and continuing with enormous
physical activities.
Pain Tolerance: He can turn
off the pain when he is involved
in something like sports. Can’t
feel the pain in his feet at all
while playing, but the moment
he stops and comes in he feels
the pain even more intensely
and completely falls apart. Same
with his feelings...if he gets his
feelings hurt (which he does very
easily), he overreacts to situations, people and touching (if
Chris thumps his arm or shoves
him in normal guy fashion, Cody
comes unglued and it takes
hours to calm him down). He gets
preoccupied and over sensitized
to his injuries...showing you
his bruise from running into
something over and over again.
He also doesn’t heal well...scars
easily and has the cut or sore
for weeks instead of a few days.
Gets overly heated/sweaty to the
point of being painful (hypothalamus). Joints/muscles ache
constantly...’growing pains’ never
stop...especially in his feet/ankles/
legs. Requires special fitting shoes
for ball/arch/achilles support.
Auditory: Often shouts or
speaks in a loud voice. Seems
surprised if you ask him to speak
softer. Frequently makes repetitive
noises or sounds (or movements)...
doesn’t seem to possess an internal ‘stop’ button. I have to tell him
to stop. Fails to follow through on
verbal requests. Needs directions
repeated. Confuses spoken words
and misses some sounds.
Enlarged tonsils: snores extremely loud during the night.
Candida/bacteria: gets a very
chapped (almost bleeding) ring

around his mouth. Gets rashes
easy under his arms and folds
of skin.
Behavioral: Can control himself
and his emotions when out in
public (playing on his baseball
team, over at a friend’s home, in
public places) for quite some time
without incident. He is dearly
loved by his friends, teammates
and parents alike. I can expect
a melt down after these social
outings. He tends to be explosive,
cries easily, gets angry and stays
angry, gets his feelings hurt easily,
must be stimulated with activity
or he gets bored and tends to
irritate those around him with his
behavior, must have a lot of ‘mom’
time, lots of physical contact with
mom....holding my hand, hugging,
sitting right next to me, etc. He has
vestibular imbalances that require
a lot of stimulation.
Well, that’s all the negative
stuff (which we really try to work
through on as positive note as
possible)...he is a really sweet,
sweet boy and when he is balanced and happy.
Hope this was helpful (and way
too long...so sorry)...the above
symptoms are classic...if we can get
a patch personalized for kids like
this...wow...awesome...!
Thanks for everything...your
support has been tremendous and
I value you so much...thanks for
wanting me to work with you. I will
do all I can to make things work
well...and be successful. You are
the best!
C. Mount
This child has just started
using the Children’s Mental
Focus patch so because this
is a 6 month therapy we
will follow the continuing
progress of this child in a
future newsletter.
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A PERSON WITH A VISION
Nikola Tesla (Serbian
Scientist), the greatest
genius since Leonardo da
Vinci. Few people are even
aware of the man who
invented the 20th century.
His ideas and inventions
Nikola Tesla
were credited by others.
For example — Nikola invented x-rays
(credited to Roentgen), radio (credited
to Marconi), the microwave oven, the
speedometer, automobile ignition system,
basics behind radar, fluorescent bulb, electron

microscope, neon lights and on top of all
this, Tesla designed the first hydro-electric
power plant in Niagara Falls (invented
alternating currents).
Tesla’s biggest competitor was Thomas
Edison, who did everything in his power to
prove Tesla wrong and to erase him from
history books. Tesla’s ideas were so extreme
that the scientific community thought he was
a lunatic. He believed that both voice and
image could be transmitted through the air
(in the late 1800’s), which of course was true,
since today we have the Wireless Internet!

Coming Soon

A New Design to the Aura Patches
In view of several requests, we are changing the

and lost patches. The envelope will have generic

image of our patches by adding a new logo to

information on the use of the patches and where

the Aura Patches, and introducing a number that

to wear them.

will be printed on the front of each patch that

Look for this in early 2008.

will correspond with its therapy. This number will
help identify the patch’s therapy when customers
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are wearing multiple patches or when a patch is
missing.
In addition, we are adding a new envelope that
will hold the plastic sleeve. The envelope will
be printed with a list of all the patches showing
their number as to identify each therapy. This
new packaging concept will help customers
who are concerned with identification issues
PAG E 4
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From Dan Glazer, our Sales Rep in the Atlanta Area
Here in Georgia, the
feedback I have gotten from
the practitioners concerning
our first conference call in
December was how wonderful it was for them to actu-

ally talk with Dr. Hunt. For
the two years I have been
working for Bio-Magnetic
Systems, Ltd. and spreading the word here, they have
heard me constantly talk of
Dr. Hunt and to be able to
talk directly with him was
educational and beneficial. It
is so important that we hear
the feedback and experiences
from you, the practitioner so
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we can improve and develop
new patches.
From talking with my
practitioners in the Georgia
area they loved the chance to
ask Dr. Hunt questions and
believe me he thoroughly enjoys answering them. As I talk
and call on the practitioners
I support I am going to keep
reminding them to compile
their questions for the phone
conference each month.
Being out in the field in
Georgia and talking with
other practitioners in the
surrounding areas I have
come upon many stories of
success and how much the
patches help their patients
and support their practice.
I am always stressing to the
practitioners that the Aura
Patches is a supportive therapy to their main therapies.
But another important thing
to remember is that the Aura
Patches are energetically
supporting to all therapies
even if it is not the main one,
it is designed to raise the
resonating frequency of the
body while your other therapies are doing their job.
While traveling around
Atlanta and Georgia I am
constantly calling on the
practitioners I support and
hear many success stories. I
have a Colon Hydro therapist here in Atlanta who has
weekly patients come in to
get a foot bath detox and
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then they buy a couple of
Organ Cleanse patches each
week to carry them through
to the next session. The
Organ Cleanse and the Foot
detoxification are a tremendous combination. I have a
Homeopathic doctor who
has flu patients; she does
all her treatments on the
patients and then supports
her therapies with the Flu
Patches. (Two flu patches on
the left shoulder within the
first 8 to 10 hours and the
symptoms should be gone).
However, continue the two
flu patches, changing them
every 3 days.
Just a few months ago
I had an MD in Roswell
Georgia call and tell me she
has bad allergies in the fall.
Well, she said that she didn’t
have any Seasonal Best
Patches in stock so she used
an H-GH4 patch...it didn’t
take long for her symptoms
to go away. I myself had the
same experience with the
H-GH4. I have suffered
from rag weed allergies for
40 years. I used the H-GH4
for 5 months planning to go
on the Seasonal Best Patch
in the fall, but I didn’t have
to as my allergy was cleared
up. I had 2 different therapists call me and tell me the
H-GH4 patch helped with
clear up their patient’s hemorrhoids.
I had another doctor

call and tell me the H-GH4
helped clear up his wife’s
acne. Now, the H-GH4
patch is not designed for
any of these conditions. It
is actually designed to do
an overall body healing, the
H-GH4 patch has a tremendous amount of rejuvenation
frequencies and anti-oxidants therefore, while all of
the patches work very well
by themselves, the H-GH4
does tend to boost the other
patches. If you have a patient
with a chronic condition, it
is good to put them on an
H-GH4 to heal the rest of
the body, while the other
patches go to work on the
condition it is directed to
energetically address. The
H-GH4 is truly the wonder
patch. I have many therapists
who cannot keep it in stock
it’s so popular.
The important thing to
remember is that the Aura
Patches are not what heals
or cures. The energy field
of the body absorbs the
frequency of the patch, but
only if needed, then the body
replicates it so the body heals
itself along with your main
therapies, which are always
at the forefront.
Thank you so much for
allowing Aura to be part of
your practice.
Dan Glazer
770-641-1678
glazer.dan@gmail.com
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Research and
Development is
our Future!

E

MR Technologies,
Ltd. is the research
and development arm of our
company. Our facility has
been recently certified by the
State of Nevada as an environmental testing company.
We are dedicated to our
industry where we conduct
bio-resonance applications
and manufacture several
different products utilizing
proprietary bio-resonance
and frequency technology.
EMR has developed
a number of applications
that have been turned into
commercial products that
are used in the nutritional
supplement industry, health
and wellness, as well as microchips to reduce harmful
radiation in cell phones, and
reducing toxin emissions in
automobiles.

Current Products
Aura Patch System™

The Aura Patch is a small metalized energy patch that attaches to the body

and presents a field of supportive and restorative energy back into the body’s
T05

energetic field. The AURA patches are an energy delivery system. They provide
specific energy patterns that are found in people with abundant good health.

By restoring these energy patterns, we have observed a positive change in people’s health. The
patches are programmed with completely natural frequencies with no negative side-effects.

There is no chemistry that passes through the skin. This is the same energy that is found inside
the healthiest people on earth.

Cell Phone Battery Booster™
The Cell Phone Disk is a revolutionary discovery that will defend against electropollution from cell phones and mobile phones, and also enhances the battery

energy for longer use between charges. The proprietary process enables the cell
phone chip to emit neutralizing frequencies that correspond and eliminate

harmful electromagnetic frequencies (EMF) and electromagnetic radiation

(EMR) as well as improving battery life. The Phone chip prevents the body’s energies from

disturbances through environmental influences such as harmful EMF electromagnetic fields.

The Crystal Blue Air Chip™
The CBAC has been tested in Korea, Mexico and United States for gas

efficiencies and improved toxic emissions. The chip uses a magnetic-like energy
field, which raises the quantum coherent level of the energetic structure of
petroleum. This conditioning increases the energetic structure of the fuel

and neutralizes the toxic elements while octane and oxygen energetics are increased prior to

combustion taking place. The result is a dramatic reduction in automobile smog emissions and
an increase in performance, (both torque and horsepower).

Bed Time Magic™
Bed Time Magic™ One patch attaches to the inside of your pillow case to help
1700 West Horizon Ridge Pkwy
Suite 204

Henderson, Nevada 89012
P h o n e

800.627.3741
FAX

702.405.9042

restore your normal sleep cycles; it is energetically programmed with restoration
energy to achieve balance for a restful night’s sleep. This patch has been

upgraded from the original Bedtime Patch. You simply place the patch inside

your pillow case and it will last up to 6 days. (The package is a two month supply). This product
comes in a new four color commercial package, and is programmed with the same restoration

energy as the Bedtime patch. It stimulates the Sleep Cycle (Melatonin Release). Increases coping

W E B S I T E

skills for Stress, Anxiety and Depression, achieves Theta & Delta Sleep Levels for (Healing).

E M A I L

To place orders online, go to: www.aurapatches.com. EMR Technologies, LTD. is headquartered in Henderson,
Nevada with sales offices in Orange County, California; Atlanta, Georgia and Mexico City, Mexico.

www.aurapatches.com
aura101@cox.net

These products have not been approved or evaluated by the US Food and Drug Administration. The information is to be used as a reference only. The Aura Patch Therapy System is not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure or prevent any disease. This product is for research use only and is not intended for use in medical diagnosis and/or medical treatment. All data is reserved for energetic research and restoration analysis.
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